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Celestial Journal Notebook Alchemy Sun Moon (Blank Lined Journal, Small 5.25 X 8)
DISCOVER THE PAPERCUTETM COLLECTIONS: COMFORT JOURNALS AND NOTEBOOKS FOR NOTES AND ALL YOUR JOURNALING PROJECTS! PaperCuteTM creates comfort journals for everyday use. We love to combine elegance and practicality. PaperCuteTM Notebooks and Journals are simple, fun and beautiful, and they will win their place in your purse, drawer and heart.

ABOUT THIS JOURNAL   Series: This journal is from our DREAM JOURNAL SERIES Type: Small-size journal (5.25 x 8 inches) with 120 cream-colored lined pages and soft, velvet-feel matte cover. Please see technical details below. Cover art: Vintage celestial theme. Red sun, blue moon and alchemy symbols on dark blue background. Buy this gorgeous PaperCuteTM journal TODAY!

PRODUCT DETAILS - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY TO ENSURE THAT THIS JOURNAL SUITS YOUR NEEDS! Blank journal (no content, no prompts inside) 120 lightly lined pages (lines are light enough not to distract the eyes, but can still be seen under a lamp light in the dark) Comfortable wide line spacing (0.31 inches/8mm) 21 lines per page with a small margin on the right and on the left of the page SMALL JOURNAL, size is 5.25 x 8 inches (13.3 cm wide x 20.3 cm high: This journal is small, but NOT POCKET size. It is a little smaller than A5. Small enough to fit in a purse, but still wide enough to provide plenty of writing space.) CREAM-colored writing pages: Easy on your eyes and very pleasant to write on! High quality smooth paper, takes most pens and pencils beautifully and minimizes ink-bleed through. Matte-finish SOFT COVER. This journal does NOT have a hard cover, which makes it lighter and easier to carry with you everywhere! Pages safely bound like a book (pages cannot be removed). Order this magnificent PaperCuteTM journal TODAY! Scroll to the top of the page and click the BUY WITH 1-CLICK Button! TAGS Celestial journal, celestial notebook, sun journal, sun notebook, moon journal, moon notebook, sun moon journal, alchemy journal, alchemy notebook, alchemist journal, alchemist notebook, symbols, illuminati, triangles Dream journal, dream notebook, journal for men, journal for women, journal for girls, writing journals for women, blank journal, blank notebook, cute journal, cute notebook, paper journal, paper notebook, pretty journal, Celestial journal, celestial notebook, sun journal, sun notebook, lined journal, lined notebook, ruled journal, ruled notebook, small journal, small notebook, journal gift, Celestial journal, celestial notebook, sun journal, sun notebook
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